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DEAR MUSIC FANS,
Hungarian and international stars of concert life on the podium, a rich and
varied repertoire, full-house concerts and thrilling artistic ventures: all this
was true of Concerto Budapest’s previous season, and under the leadership
of our music director, András Keller, this coming season promises to be just
as exciting.
We welcome back the enigmatic virtuoso of the piano, Boris Berezovsky,
“the truest successor to the great Russian pianists”, who this time not only
plays the piano but conducts the orchestra as well. This will be the first guest
appearance with Concerto Budapest of that other Slav genius of the piano
and superb Rachmaninov interpreter, Andrei Korobeinikov. A whole line of
string instrument world stars are making their way here. The fantastic British
cellist Steven Isserlis appears at two concerts in order to play Schumann
and Saint-Saëns concertos with us. “Her violin tone is passionate, daring
and electrifying, yet at the same time disarmingly warm and pleasant,” said
The New York Times of Isabelle Faust, and this enthusiasm applies equally
to another of our guest violinists, Nikolaj Znaider, who this time makes his
stage appearance as conductor. András Keller has invited the youthful ClaraJumi Kang, an artist with a bright future ahead of her, to take the solo part in
Mendelssohn’s enormously popular E minor violin concerto. After two years,
the Norwegian artist Arvid Engegård, world-famous also as a violinist, makes
a return to our orchestra wielding the baton.
Leading figures in Hungarian music life and our regular performance partners
will, naturally, be with us again. Miklós Perényi, Dezső Ránki, Dénes Várjon
and Gergely Bogányi all make appearances at our 2018-19 concerts, as will
Zoltán Rácz, indispensable creative artist of our contemporary programmes,
while we will also be making music with Fülöp Ránki and Mihály Berecz.
Haydn’s immortal oratorio The Creation is interpreted by Andrea Rost, Miklós
Sebestyén, Gyula Rab and the Purcell Choir.
Alongside our established and popular season ticket programmes #Volumes,
a quality pick of world-famous guest artists.
We very much look forward to welcoming you at our concerts in the upcoming season!
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#Favorites, #Hungarian Gems and #Kids, #Stars and #Geniuses feature
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CONCERTO BUDAPEST
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Concerto Budapest is one of the most progressive and
versatile symphonic orchestras based in Budapest, Hungary. It has a rich, more than 100 years of history, and
as a result of the current artistic leadership, it is full of
dynamism of its young musicians, whose playing is characterized by the passion, energy and commitment they
give to their performances of repertoire ranging from
well-loved masterpieces to newly composed works of the
twenty-first century. Through its ambitious and innovative program and special sound, it provides a new colour
to the international musical palette.
In 2007, on its 100th anniversary, András Keller, worldrenowned Hungarian violinist, pedagogue, and the
founder of the Keller Quartet, was appointed as Artistic
Director and Chief Conductor of the orchestra. Under his
leadership, the orchestra underwent a major period of
artistic growth and development, as the foremost young
chamber musicians have joined him.
In the recent years highly acclaimed soloists has been
returning guests of the orchestra, such as Gidon Kremer,
Gennady Rozhdestvensky, Krzysztof Penderecki,
Vadim Repin, Roberto Abbado, Heinz Holliger,
Isabelle Faust, Steven Isserlis, Dezső Ránki, Dénes
Várjon and Miklos Perényi and Evgeni Koroliov.
Concerto Budapest has become a well-respected player
on the international music scene. They toured with Martha
Baltica in Europe and also in Istambul and Abu Dhabi.
In 2017 the collaboration resulted a full merge of the two
ensembles, creating the „Dream Orchestra”, and having
a grandiose series of concerts in Asia with great success.
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Argerich, Radu Lupu and Gidon Kremer’s Kremerata
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“András Keller has been my best student and colleague for thirty years, and, besides performing
outstanding musical pieces, he is the most authentic interpreter of my compositions…I have been
following for two years how he has been becoming a conductor and also how the orchestra has
developed under his leadership. It may even happen that András Keller will become the best in his
generation, or even ‘the’ Hungarian conductor.”
György Kurtág

Gidon Kremer

“My relation to Concerto Budapest is determined by that musician friendship of a decade that
ties me to András Keller. Together, András and I regularly tour and discover the wealthy realm
of chamber music – sonata, trio, quartet and quintet – and for me, this work with Concerto is
continuing this path and placing it into a new dimension. This is precisely why I always look
forward to not only our mutual concerts but the rehearsals, too, which are conducted with an
incredible intensity and in a true chamber music atmosphere. The orchestra speak in numerous
‘languages’; over the past few years, I have had a chance to play with them works by Bach,
Mozart, Beethoven, Mendelssohn, Chopin, Liszt, Bartók, Dohnányi, Weiner and Veress. The
most important event in our collaboration so far was to play Beethoven’s piano concertos at two
concerts, and record them, which I believe involved a true journey of discovery for us all.”

© Gábor Fejér

knowledge, and communicates it to in a way to colleagues, that everyone gets enchanted.”

© Bálint Hrotkó

“András Keller is not just a dear friend of mine, but a wonderful musician. Shares with me, I guess
the same values. He is as open minded as myself, we share the same attitude to musicians, we both
do not like any routine, we want to explore music, music making. Our ideals are to reach people’s
hearts. András has already worked with Kremerata Baltica many times and every musician in
my orchestra enjoys working with him. He always brings something new, some freshness, some

Dénes Várjon

“Enthralling, with what proficience and passion they play Bartók!”

How would you describe the programme policy of Hungarian orchestras?
“A future perspective is missing from the programme structure. There is no concept, for example, on
a 10-year timescale, in which direction the audience is intended to be taken. Fantastic development
and progressive attitudes can be experienced in the areas of domestic fine arts, theatre and film.
However, in classical music, they still defer to the 19th century repertoire in order to serve the socalled demands of audiences. The fact is, things should be done in exactly the opposite way, to come
up with new proposals, otherwise there is no continuity. Concerto Budapest are the only orchestra
in classical music which start out planning their repertoire from this continuity. I am curious to see
in which direction their recently founded formation, Ligeti Ensemble, go.”

© Sándor Benkő

Ta n D u n

Péter Eötvös
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“It was an honour for me to be present at the birth of the orchestra, and perhaps
I played some part in the fact that Concerto Budapest developed out of Matáv
Orchestra. As far as I am concerned, Concerto are the only orchestra on the domestic
scene who are not only professional but play with all their heart; what’s more, they
are a ‘cool’ ensemble. Perhaps they alone are predestined in Hungary to step into the
shoes of the greats from earlier times. András Keller starts to become for the orchestra
what Ernest Ansermet was for Suisse Romande, or Karl Böhm for the Viennese, and
naturally the reverse is true as well.”

“I am not a music expert and aside from some studies in my childhood, I don’t play music
either. But the feeling, the inscrutable and wonderful feeling that Concerto Budapest
engender on each and every occasion, well, this is why, if I can, I am always there,
listening. I am enchanted, made aware, made empathic, in a word, transformed. The
first Day of Listening expresses best what relationship Concerto created between the
music and me: personal, the discovery of small secrets, finding that which is not heard,
a remarkable know-how and profundity paired with exuberant enthusiasm, my feeling
that music is being born now, at that moment and around us.”
J u d i t Te m e s i - H a c k , r e g u l a r c o n c e r t g o e r

S z a b o l c s C z e n t h e , f i n a n c e d i r e c t o r, H u n g a r o C o n t r o l

“I love attending Concerto Budapest concerts. The atmosphere is good, the audience is
good, and it is a great thing that their symphonic repertoire is ever wider and more varied. How can András Keller collect the best world stars? I love the fact that the orchestra
comprising many young musicians became a closely-knit team ‘making music together’
because András Keller is a superb mentor. I really feel fantastic at their concerts, the
music grabs me, and I am able to concentrate only on it. Because the parts just blend
into the whole. Because if necessary, they stand out. Because András Keller conducts in a
totally concentrated way, without any theatrical displays, and the musicians follow each
movement of his baton. Their great virtue is that they play to a high standard even when
they are not in their accustomed place. This is proved by their increasing number of tours
abroad. I love the Manó concerts! It is a truly refreshing feeling to see ever increasing
numbers of young people among the increasingly ageing audiences.”

“A defining experience of mine with regard to Concerto Budapest happened in the
spring eight years ago, when following the programmes of Kristóf Baráti I found
the pure Brahms concert in Müpa Budapest with László Fenyő and Zoltán Kocsis
conducting. The orchestra’s sound immediately stood out, as did the clear intonation
of some solo instrumentalists and the synergy as a whole. At the beginning, I put the
superb experience down to Zoltán Kocsis, but after the concert I began to think more
and more about Concerto Budapest. Particularly when I found out that their leading
conductor is András Keller, who had already attracted my attention as a violinist, one
of the first concertmasters of the Festival Orchestra, and first violinist of Keller String
Quartet. Since then, I have been witness to many superb recitals, I have seen that their
performances are authentic in all periods and styles, and I found that the orchestra
are happy when playing together, which absolutely does not suit the term ‘working’.
Since then I have attended nearly all their concerts, I have hurried to collect tickets at
Páva Street, and I have picked from among their season ticket selection. Put simply,
I have become a Concerto Budapest Fan.”
D r. J á n o s Va j d a, n eu ro s u rg e o n
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Judit Virág, art historian, gallery owner
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MASTER OF THE FINEST
Top music conservatory honours
András Keller with key position.

In 2018, the Guildhall School of Music and Drama – considered to be the leading UK conservatory and one of the world’s foremost institutes of music teaching based on a survey conducted
this year by The Guardian newspaper – bestowed one of the most prestigious posts of the music faculty on András Keller. András Keller has been appointed to the Béla Bartók International
© Festival D'Aix-En-Provence

Chair in recognition of his global career as a performer and for services to music.
It is a tradition in UK universities to appoint those teachers to a chair (a particularly noteworthy
position even among professorial posts) who have attained outstanding results as a master of a
specific area. Besides András Keller’s appointment, there is just one other position named after
an artist of international repute in the institution’s string department: the professorial chair
dedicated to the memory of Eugène Ysaÿe, which is currently held by David Takeno.
András Keller – renowned internationally as a founding member of Keller Quartet and music
director of Concerto Budapest – has been a professor at the Guildhall School of Music and Drama since 2016. He passes on to his students the remarkable knowledge he himself acquired
from his masters, Sándor Végh, György Kurtág and Ferenc Rados. The Liszt and Bartók–Pásztory
Prize laureate violinist and conductor who holds over 70 highly prestigious international awards
(including the Deutsche Schallplattenpreis and Grand Prix seven times, two MIDEM-Cannes
Classical Awards, double Gramofon prize winner and Gramophone Award winner, holder of two
Caecilia and Victoire prizes, the Academy Charles Cros Grand Prix, Premio Abbiati and three
Choc Music medals, honorary citizen of Bonn, Artist of the Year in Italy) has over the past ten
years raised Concerto Budapest into the international vanguard.
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the world. Its roll of former students includes world-class musicians such as William Primrose,
considered one of the finest violists of all time, the cellist legend Jacqueline du Pré, the flute virtuoso Sir James Galway, Welsh-born bass baritone Bryn Terfel and the superb Swedish mezzosoprano Anne Sofie von Otter. Orlando Bloom, Daniel Craig and Ewan McGregor all set out from
the university’s acting department to make global careers for themselves. As professor, András
Keller joins a prominent body of teaching staff that includes pianists Richard Goode and Ronan
O’Hara, as well as the cellist Louise Hopkins who is familiar to Budapest audiences, and Rachel
Podger, leading figure in early music performance. In the chamber music department, students

He divides his time between the orchestra and teaching. The Guildhall School of Music and Dra-

can regularly learn from ensembles such as Belcea Quartet and Takács Quartet. The Guildhall

ma was voted one of the top 10 performance-art institutes in the world in 2016. Its courses

School of Music and Drama (founded: 1880) nurtures partnerships with foremost artistic insti-

are attended by nearly 1000 students from more than 60 countries, many of whom go on to

tutions of Europe such as the London Symphony Orchestra and BBC Symphony Orchestra, the

continue their careers with leading orchestras and theatres in London, the United Kingdom and

Barbican Centre and Royal Opera House.
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MEMBERS OF THE ORCHESTRA
VIOLIN
Zsófia Környei
Concertmaster

Miranda Liu
Concertmaster

Péter Somogyi
Concertmaster deputy

© Gábor Fejér

Zsuzsanna Berentés
Réka Baksai
Bernadett Biczó
Andrea Bóni
Orsolya Fekete-Bernáth
Alíz Gál-Szabó
Andrea Hoós
Anna Jámbor
Pál Jász
Satoko Kakutani
Ágnes Kirkósa
Enikő Lakatos
Lisa Romain
Mátyás Németh
Aliona Puha
Orsolya Soós
Szilvia Szigeti
Krisztina Sztankay
Antal Tabányi
Judit Tar
Tamás Tóth
Zsófia Várkonyi
Éva Viniczai
Orsolya Winkler
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VIOLA
László Móré
Ágnes Apró
Adrienn Barát
Zília Firtha-Jekkel
Katalin Kiss
Orsolya Kovácsné Medek
Judit Somogyi
Tünde Varasdy

CELLO
Ákos Takács
Judit Szabó
Edina Balogné Dobovits
Erika Kádi
Eszter Karasszon
Bálint Maróth
Tamás Migróczi
Piroska Molnár
Erika Nagy Lászlóné Szmolka
Szabó Éva
Natasa Szervánszky
BASS
György Schweigert
László Illés
Dezső Csoport
Gyula Lázár
Zoltán Pető
Tibor Tabányi
FLUTE
Orsolya Kaczander
Szabolcs Szilágyi
CLARINET
Csaba Klenyán
Ákos Pápai
György Puha
OBOE
Gerda Rózsa
Dániel Ella
Eszter Molnár

HORN
Bálint Tóth
János Benyus
Zsolt Kocsis A.
Máté Hamar
Hunor Varga
Balázs Tóth
TRUMPET
Gábor Devecsai
Gergely Csikota
Balázs Pecze
Dénes Seidl
TROMBONE
Róbert Stürzenbaum
Nándor Kasza
Ákos Galla
TUBA
Tibor Takács
PERCUSSION
Boglárka Fábry
Vitalij Dzsanda
Tibor Éles
Gábor Iván
Dániel Janca
HARP
Silvia Podrecca

BASSOON
Zsófia Stefán
Anna Beleznai
Szabolcs Kotroczó
Sára Rebeka Tóth
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THE CURSE OF THE NINTH
Gergely Fazekas

who, allegedly, was truly kept awake at night because of penning his Symphony No. 9. Bruno Walter writes this in his work on Mahler: “When he first spoke to me about his new work The Song
of the Earth, he called his creation a symphony in songs; he intended this as the Ninth. Later on,
however, he decided otherwise: he was thinking of Beethoven and Bruckner, both of whose final
boundary of work and of life was the Ninth, and he didn’t want to tempt fate.” If it truly was so, and
philology backs up the name change, although primary sources do not reveal the reason for this,
then in the end Mahler really could not escape his fate. Because in this way his next symphony,

The Scherzo movement of Bruckner’s Symphony No. 9 on

called the Ninth – in truth the tenth – was the last, which he was able to complete.

the new recording by Concerto Budapest is spine-tingling.

The 19th century is apparently full of nine-symphony composers: it is as though Schubert, Dvořák,

Wagner’s iconic ‘Tristan chord’ is played piano on oboe and

Bruckner and Mahler still felt the influence of the ‘Curse of the Ninth’. If, however, we are to step

three clarinets (in another annotation), and the sound of the

away from the mists of myth and into the clear sunlit reality of music history, a somewhat more

wind instruments is so fraught with tension, the tonality is

prosaic picture unfolds before us. It appears that the myth of the ‘Curse of the Ninth’ originated

so intense and sharp, that the string theme played pizzicato

from the student circle of Mahler: from Schönberg and Bruno Walter. Beethoven’s unsurpassa-

immediately sweeps the listener to the edge of human un-

ble late symphony, the most famous Ninth, truly was his last. Although Beethoven planned to

conscious. Here, the ethereal scherzo of early Romantic, and

write the Tenth, he got no further than a few drafts. Besides Beethoven, in the history of music

the dance of the Mendelssohn wonderland become a re-

we actually find relatively few composers who only wrote nine symphonies. And as we have seen,

strained rampage teetering on the verge of madness. Then

Mahler was not one of them.

just a few bars later, after a bloodcurdling pause, through the
frenzy of no fewer than eight horns, the captivating strings
and thundering D notes played fortissimo, the ensemble led
by András Keller knocks the naive listener into the depths of
psyche. In the Ninth, Bruckner not only conquers the pinnacle
of compositional knowledge but his understanding of mankind leads into previously uncharted realms. He was unable to
complete the piece and the closing movement has survived in
fragments only. In 1896, at the age of 72, he died while still
composing the work.
“It seems that the Ninth is a limit,” wrote the youthful Arnold
Schönberg in 1912. “He who wants to go beyond it must pass
away. It seems as if something might be imparted to us in the
Tenth which we ought not yet to know, for which we are not
ready. Those who have written a Ninth stood too close to the
hereafter. Perhaps the mysteries of our earthly existence
would be resolved if somebody who knows these mysteries
is capable of creating the Tenth. However, in all likelihood this
will never happen.” Schönberg’s comments refer not to Bruckner but Gustav Mahler and his Symphony No. 9, and it is no coincidence that the curse of the number nine was expressed
in regard to the last completed Mahler symphony. For Mahler
was the first – and quite possibly the only – major composer
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In the post-Beethoven period, it was rather those composers who actually attained the number
nine at all in terms of symphony compositions who were considered exceptional. The majority never got this far; for example, Schumann, Mendelssohn and Brahms were far off the mark,
which of course does not in any way detract from the quality of their work. However, if we are
to scratch just a bit deeper the oeuvre of the ‘cursed’ composers, it turns out that besides Beethoven, nobody wrote nine symphonies. Schubert’s ‘Great’ symphony in C major, which today we
think of as being the ‘Ninth’, was in Mahler’s day, for instance, reckoned as the seventh Schubert
symphony, given that following the six early pieces this was the only symphony Schubert completed. Today, the ‘Unfinished’ symphony which even as a fragment is considered complete, became an official part of the oeuvre, and some Schubert researchers added to the list yet another
part work, the symphony draft in E major. So, if we are so inclined, we can consider that Schubert
wrote nine symphonies, and we can also reckon they numbered eight, or seven. The case is no
simpler with Dvořák: in the course of his lifetime he published just five symphonies, for example,
his ‘New World’ symphony celebrated as the Ninth was known by Mahler as the fifth, but since
then a further four symphonies have come to light, and on top of this, Dvořák thought that one
of them had been lost. Thus, Mahler looked on Dvořák as a five-symphony composer, while he
© Gábor Fejér

himself thought that posterity would recognize at most eight of his symphonies.
As far as Bruckner goes, a composer who really was afflicted by the ‘Curse of the Ninth’, inasmuch
as he died in the course of composing the work, here, too, philology takes us on a winding road.
He himself, and posterity (for example, Mahler and his circle) thought of his last (as we saw, unfinished) symphony as the Ninth. However, a further two of his symphonies survived. The so-called
During the 18th century, a composer’s work was defined by the ‘master-ethos’, so there is noth-

No. 0 was originally composed as the Second, but when it came to publication he reviewed the

ing surprising in Haydn composing more than 100 symphonies. However, as we progress in time,

symphony and decided that it was not good enough. That is when Bruckner wrote “annulli(e)rt”

there was a gradual decline in the per composer symphony output, Mozart is associated with a

(nullified) in the manuscript and instead of the number 2 he scribbled the symbol (Ø). On this

‘mere’ approximately 50 works, (the well-known Mozart symphony list – in which ‘Jupiter’ is 41st

basis, the work started to be considered Symphony No. 0, it was published long after Bruckner’s

– was drawn up in the early 19th century and a few of the symphonies are not authentic, while

death and is occasionally on concert programmes. But there exists yet another symphony writ-

on the other hand there are a few early compositions that never even made it onto the list). A

ten as a compositional exercise in his youth, so if we really wanted to, we could consider that

few rightly forgotten composers belonging to the second tier of the First Viennese School such

Bruckner is actually a composer of not nine but eleven symphonies.

as Czech Paul Wranitzky (1756–1808) and Adalbert Gyrowetz (1763–1850) also endowed music
history with around 50 symphonies.

Whatever we feel about the ‘curse’, in the public mind there is a common thread in works designated as the Ninth. All are creations from the mature period, some late, in other words, they are

The drive for writing symphonies declined among contemporaries of Beethoven for more than

indications of the pinnacle of the professional expertise and inspiration of the given composer. It

a century, the principal reason for which was the growth in the aesthetic appreciation of the

is possible that none of the symphonies changed the fate of composers, but if an orchestra reg-

genre, and generally instrumental music. From the beginning of the 19th century, the symphony

ularly plays the most famous Ninth symphonies, by Bruckner, Schubert, Dvořák, Mahler or Shos-

was considered to be the genre of the highest order, opening a window onto the world of the

takovich, what’s more, they also record them as does Concerto Budapest under the guidance of

transcendent. There were relatively few composers who wrote more than 10 symphonies during

András Keller, then, to use Mahler’s words, they are “tempting fate”. Any self-respecting sympho-

their lifetime – in the final analysis, primary works could not be churned out on a conveyor belt

ny orchestra, therefore, cannot do less than this.

– but the number nine is far from being as terminal as was seen in the age of Mahler. Aside from
Beethoven, we find only two composers of his generation whose fate was defined by the num-
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ber nine, or at least their symphony output: Andreas Romberg (1767–1821) and Friedrich Witt

Bruckner’s Symphony No. 9 recorded by Concerto Budapest under the baton of András Keller in 2018.

(1770–1836), both of whom are virtually unknown today.

The recording is published by the German label TACET in late 2018.
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“UNIQUE ON THE MARKET”
Interview with Andreas Spreer, the head of TACET,
the recording label of Evgeni Koroliov and Concerto Budapest

How did your cooperation with Concerto Budapest began?
András Keller and I met in a Café near Munich main station in late 2016. He is not only worldfamous as a violinist and primarius of the Keller quartet, but an unique exception as conductor
as well. He knew and loved my label. He listened to my suggestion of recording some big works
and he said, well, what about a series with ninth symphonies of Bruckner, Schubert, Dvorak,
Schostakowitsch, Mahler? - Thus it happened. The recordings take place in the greatest calm and
intensity, in the excellent acoustics of the Budapest Italian Institue.

They say that Concerto Budapest is one of a few orchestras that has a unique sound.

What associations do you have with 9th symphonies?

How do you find it?

I would not say it must be 9th symphonies. I am less interested in what but more in how. For me

How do I find? I love the sound of the orchestra! There are a lot of big differences to other

and our label there is only one basic issue: Does the program fit to our clients, to our ideas? We

orchestras of that “premier league”, and this has a lot to do with András Keller. He wants that his

have a lot of audiophile customers. People with expensive high end audio equipment. We sell

musicians try the impossible. He encourages them to test the limit.

lots of LPs (vinyl) and lots of SACDs with a stereo and
a multi-channel layer. These customers want music

What do you think it is like?

that sounds great. Only great music sounds great,

The first and most important characteristic is the sound of the strings - no, it’s not the sound but

very simple. An unknown program of something

the way they play. Obviously for the most time all violins use the same fingering and bowing. And

never recorded before is only good for our custom-

they play very well intune, because they are all very fine players up to the last desk. The result

ers if they learn: Oh, that music sounds great!

is that they sound like one. It’s like one huge person of 14 parts saying something and not - as I
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often experience - an overlap of 14 excellent individuals. So you have the sound of a big string

You have mentioned the slogan of your

section expressing something very individual and personal. But fingering and being intune can-

company. What is it?

not be the only reasons. The fingerings and bowings - I am sure a lot of them by András Keller

The slogan for our label is “TACET - sounds that

because I watched him discussing these matters with single players - are of a kind I always had

open the heart and mind”. “Sound” is a word with a

been searching for in a big orchestra. They say something, they tell short stories. This can only

lot of meanings and we care of all of them.

work if all players understand the musical meaning of that certain phrase and are able to put this

We are successful because a simple and old-fash-

is into sound. The same is valid for the viola, cello and bass sections. It’s wonderful.

ioned aim guides us: We want to offer a product

With the winds it is different. Winds must be more individual. Ok, they have to find the correct

that customers want to buy without any market-

intonation with the colleagues what they manage perfectly in Concerto Budapest. But when

ing gimmicks. People want to listen to a good

it comes to a solo there must be a personal story of their own. Sometimes the expression is so

sound, we offer good sound. We at TACET do

strong that the listener feels “that cannot work - the breath will not carry this” and then it works

not care so much if a work has been recorded

and it knocks you down. This is the heart of music. We do not need musicians like superman

100 times or not or if the symphony is a no. 9 or

that can everything. We need musicians that show us our own human weakness and generate

not. We want to present the best sounding re-

a feeling of being common with them. All wind players have that property, no matter which

cording of all recordings of that piece. There are

instrument. Already now, after only a few of recordings with Concerto Budapest I remember

enough ninth symphonies by Bruckner, Dvořák

solos like this at least in the flute, oboe, clarinet, bassoon, horn, trumpet, Wagner tuba. Last

or Schubert on the market. But I dare to say:

not least the timpani and percussion section. Outstanding also. One single timpani can lead the

not like this. I look forward to the first release

whole orchestra into the hell or the heaven. For me the hidden kings of the orchestra.

in late 2018: Bruckner 9th.

TRUE MUSICIANS

Imre Szabó-Stein, author, literary translator, journalist, communications strategy and cultural

Interview with Imre Szabó-Stein, creator and co-director
of the docu-reality series on Concerto Budapest

He was one of the key figures behind, and promoter of, the International Éva Marton Singing

manager. As marketing communications and media director of the Liszt Academy, he is associated
with the international repositioning and image of the newly reopened Concert Centre in 2013.
Competition and the Bartók World Competition and Festival, as well as author of the prizewinning ad spot (Chicago Film Festival, Cannes Silver Dolphin, Red Dot Award) for the Bartók
competition. He has been chief international strategist for Concerto Budapest since 2017.

How did collaboration with Concerto Budapest start, and why them exactly?
Good relations had developed between us earlier and after my departure from the Liszt Academy, András Keller contacted me. I consider Concerto to be the most exciting ensemble, for two
reasons. On the one hand, they are characterized by constant recreative work, perpetual development, the fundamental rejection of clichés and an experimental spirit. In a recently published
interview, Péter Eötvös highlighted very similar features with regard to the orchestra. (See page
6. Ed.) In the Liszt Academy, it was possible – while they were still permitted – to carry out a broad
spectrum of experiments within the classical music industry, but today Concerto Budapest as a
spiritual community are perhaps best suited to this work. On the other hand, I reckon that after
ten years of serious constructive work the orchestra have definitely reached the stage where
they are absolute frontrunners to attain top-flight recognition, internationally too. They have
© Judit Marjai

their own sound, music is a constant matter of life or death to them, and they play for high stakes.
I’m involved with classical music primarily in the international context.
Where did the idea of the docu-reality series about the orchestra come from?
The concept of the series was an idea born of constraint. The fact is, Concerto Budapest are underfinanced. They could, and still can, only count on a half or one-third of the support received
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by the big national, state-maintained orchestras, whereas they are perhaps the most fertile,

This gave us the outline of a docu-reality series and it was only natural if, from a large orches-

most productive ensemble. As such, their modest financial situation was a constant presence in

tra numbering more than 100 members, a few characters would inevitably stand out more than

their everyday life. The idea of the series arose during a discussion where we talked about how

others. We knew that the series would be targeted not only at concertgoers but also those for

it would be possible to bring classical music closer to people using marketing tools that can be

whom listening to music and attending concerts is not a part of their life. In other words, we were

bought without cash, to show the day to day life of the orchestra, and as a consequence to make

motivated by the vision of expanding our audience. From this, a mutual intersection developed,

viewers understand that music happens with them as well. I couldn’t really find in all of film histo-

and from within the orchestra certain figures stood out who, naturally, always had to play them-

ry – aside from Fellini – a director, or a single successful attempt, that was effectively immersed in

selves in the different situations. At heart, the series takes a documentary approach but we were

the internal life of an ensemble, or in the birth of music, and even Fellini used professional actors

aware that we had to concentrate on them most of all because audiences would identify the

to play musicians. How much more exciting it would be if the musicians depicted themselves!

orchestra through them.
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What was it like working together?
After filming the first two or three episodes, a situation similar to Mutiny on the Bounty developed because what we were doing was so unusual for the
orchestra. In a certain sense, we moved into their
everyday life, and of course, into their private life, naturally softly but unavoidably. Into their breaks, their
moments of silence, when everyone is self-contemplative. This was a horrifyingly new experience for
the majority of the artists. It is an extremely closed
world. (I would note here that I believe one of the
problems of classical music is precisely that it wishes
to remain closed…) The distance between the audience and the musicians dressed in black and white on
the stage is immeasurable, not 50 or 100 metres, but

with classical music to watch it right through to the
end, we introduced an exciting outside thread to the
story. This was the sole fictive strand in the 10-part
series. I had to persuade the maestro to join in this
because he is the hero. Finally, a sub-plot was agreed:
his Stradivarius disappears and out of this we built
occasionally absurd, sociographical Hungarian situations in the different scenes in connection with the
tangle around the stolen violin. Within the straight
documentary film process, fiction is apparent to a
limited extent in this plot.
What was the reception and what are your
further plans?

parsecs. The audience for classical music is ageing,

The series was shot from little money because the

which is why steps to attract younger listeners must

orchestra have little money, but I reckon you can’t

be taken. Music is the strongest power with an imme-

really see this because it was made by extremely

diate cathartic effect, but it is slowly becoming a lost

enthusiastic, fanatic filmmakers. My main creative

treasure for whole generations simply because they

partner, co-director and second producer was Dávid

do not attend concerts.

Géczy, and excellent cinematographers and sound

During filming, all sorts of catastrophe scenarios
were played out, so that is why just before Christmas
the musicians received an invitation to the Concerto
Music House, where we screened the first double
episode. At this point, everything changed. They
understood that even though at times we had been
a little bit cheeky, and at times we had wanted to be

engineers participated for a fraction of the standard
fee in the hope that we would win film prizes. Anna
Belinszky and Dániel Mona also joined the crew as editors. The first results have already arrived: the American IndieFest Film Award gave the series a prize and
recently we were notified that it had also won the
prestigious Award of Merit.

funny as well, we had always maintained the dignity

There was no way we could run promotions or adver-

of the musicians. I think that this is when the orches-

tisements due to a lack of financial resources, which

tra really started to get into the project. I reckon the

is why relatively few have seen it so far, but it has be-

best parts of the series were when they forgot about

come a talking point. In an unusual, almost unprece-

the cameras. They behaved naturally, what happened

dented way, it was running on the Origo.hu internet

was what would have happened even if the camera

platform and not on television.

had not been there, but maybe just a little bit more

However, this may happen in the second round!

intensified. The camera started to have an influence
on them in the best way, it became an accelerator.
It heightened the moment.
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In order to get those who do not have anything to do

© Bálint Hrotkó

SERIES
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LIGETI ENSEMBLE
FORMED

31 JANUARY | 28 FEBRUARY | 14 MARCH | 28 MAY 2019

Ligeti Ensemble, the new formation recently established by Concerto Budapest, gave their first
concert on 28 May 2018, György Ligeti’s birthday. The choice of name, which was made possible
through the consent of Vera Ligeti, György Ligeti’s widow, and his composer son, Lukas Ligeti, clearly
points to the purpose of the ensemble: performance of masterpieces of the present-day and the past
century’s music history now matured into classics.
Creation of Ligeti Ensemble was preceded by several years of systematic work, in the course of which
Concerto Budapest, parallel with their performances of the most significant works of the 20th century,
devoted special attention to nurturing the finest traditions of Hungarian music and presentation of new
Hungarian works. The most important elements of these endeavours are the all-day festival The Day of
Listening organically integrated into the orchestra’s season, Hungarian Treasures staged four times a year

HOMMAGE À LIGETI © Gábor Valuska

in Pest Vigadó, and the Premier series (Liszt Academy) launched to showcase the very latest works.
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Ligeti Ensemble are primarily structured on the artists of Concerto Budapest, but they also heavily rely
on the active participation of musicians who over the past few decades have been particularly prominent
in the performance of contemporary music. András Keller and Zoltán Rácz are the artistic directors of
Ligeti Ensemble.
The hugely successful debut concert in BMC entitled Hommage à Ligeti also unambiguously signalled that
the new formation intend to continue nurturing the Ligeti oeuvre tradition started by UMZE Ensemble
between 2006-2014, organized in collaboration with MÜPA Budapest and arranged to coincide with the
birthday of György Ligeti.
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DAY OF LISTENING
25 NOVEMBER 2018

Festival vibe, unusual meetings, cathartic musical experiences – all this
and more are promised for those visiting the Budapest Music Center
and the all-day festival of contemporary music (25 November 2018)
organized by Concerto Budapest and BMC.
“It can mean hearing, heeding, taking to heart, wondering, discovery,”
said András Keller in outlining the rich and nuanced meanings of the word
as he prepared for the first Day of Listening in autumn 2015. In partnership with Zoltán Rácz and the Budapest Music Center, the all-day concert
series was brought to life filling all the halls of the BMC and accompanied
by film screenings, score deconstructions and plenty of other programmes. During the festival, the effervescent diversity and restless experimental fascination of contemporary music brought such unshakeable
keystones of the concert repertoire as the oeuvre of Johann Sebastian
Bach into close proximity. The openly declared intentions of the organizers – a more informal but far more profound coexistence than traditional
concert forms, and with this the constant intellectual and mental participation of the audience – were attained and exceeded even on the debut launch of the scheme, so much so that since then the Day of Listening
has taken a permanent spot in the calendar. This year, the last Sunday in
November promises an intense, thought-provoking and liberating experience at the fourth event in the series. Once again, concerts staged in
every corner of BMC are characterized by a dominance of contemporary
compositions, although the rich programme can also offer a whole series of works long ranked as classics. Music-making is care of: Concerto
Budapest, Ligeti Ensemble, the two artistic directors, András Keller and
Zoltán Rácz, József Balog, Gábor Csalog, Veronika Harcsa, László Fenyő
and Moment’s Notice Trio giving the closing concert of Jazz Club. On the
Day of Listening, Richard Strauss and Vivaldi among others will represent
the classical strand, plus a concerto certainly worthy of discovery will be
revived from the oeuvre of Erwin Schulhoff, who certainly cannot be regarded as contemporary.
Kurtág and Ligeti, Vidovszky and Csalog (appearing with a new work), will
also demand our profound attention, in the spirit of the philosophy of the

© Bálint Hrotkó

series, directed both outwards and inwards at the same time.
To listen and to learn, to get closer to contemporary music and music in
general. Meanwhile, by listening to music, getting closer to ourselves. It
is an undeniably idealistic programme, but the experience of past years
shows it can be realized. All it takes is our openness, attention, and of
course, our presence.
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HUNGARIAN GEMS
IN PESTI VIGADÓ
6 FEBRUARY | 1 MARCH | 12 APRIL | 15 MAY 2019

Is there any truth in German conductor-music historian Peter Gülke’s assertion that ‘music
always remains a mirage’? It might be worth transposing on answers both in the affirmative
and negative the definition of this optical illusion whereby ‘an image of a distant object is
observed not in its true position and/or situation’. Music makes a similar space-time phenomenon possible: the most varied ages of the past are shifted into the present, and it is
capable of evoking the distant lands of origination.
Music works, these sources of experience forced to be mediated, are inscrutable inasmuch as
their reproduction (that is, interpretation) can be given many perspectives, and let’s admit that
the interpretation we can consider the absolute archetype is rare indeed. Diversity enraptures
and compositions (particularly those we know well) assist the listener to assess, that is, to evaluate, the performances of musicians.
This season’s Hungarian Gems is the third in the series. Its programme features both rarely performed works and those that can be considered widely recognized, with the latter offering an
opportunity for performers to formulate their own interpretation, and similarly for listeners to
evaluate their art. The immersion in genres varies and serves to reinforce the conviction of listeners that the prestige enjoyed by Hungarian artists (composers and performers) on the international music scene is truly deserved.
Liszt’s Sonata in B minor (orchestral variation) promises to be of particular interest. Talking of
Liszt, his orchestral works are represented by his symphonic poem Orpheus, and we can also hear
Erkel’s Hunyadi overture, which was reckoned by Bence Szabolcsi to be the very first Hungarian
symphonic poem. Humour is also included in the music: Weiner’s brilliant orchestration makes
the humorous sketch Carnival a near visual experience, and this is effectively paired with Suite
No. 1 making details of György Ránki’s evergreen opera King Pomade’s New Clothes a concert hall
event. The orchestral song cycle by Csaba Szabó and the Cello Concerto by Miklós Rózsa (who bequeathed an important oeuvre in several genres besides his film music compositions) are almost
of the same age, that is, they were written around 50 years ago. Hungarian contemporary composers are represented by the percussion and orchestra concerto by László Dubrovay, furthermore, Laude by Zoltán Jeney, which will be played after the Adagio of Symphony No. 10 by Mahler.
The choice is wide indeed and profitable treasure hunting is 100% guaranteed! We look forward
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ANDREA BRASSÓI-JŐRÖS

ILDIKÓ SZABÓ © Zsofi Raffay

FÜLÖP RÁNKI

© Sándor Benkő

to welcoming you to the concerts in Pest Vigadó.
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MOZART DAY
3 MARCH 2019

“On hearing the news of Mozart’s death, I was quite beside myself for
some time,” wrote Joseph Haydn a few weeks after the passing of his
fellow artist. Indeed, Haydn was more aware than anyone of recognizing
the blow that the entire civilized world had suffered with the loss of the
“incomparable Mozart” (as he called him in an earlier letter).
Concerto Budapest have a similar opinion of Mozart, and thus it is that
since March 2018, he is the only composer after whom the ensemble
dedicates an event each year. The character of Mozart Day organized
in the Liszt Academy was precisely delineated by the first such event:
between 10.30 am and 10 pm, in no fewer than 11 concerts (switching
between the Grand Hall and Sir Georg Solti Chamber Hall as well as in
a programme compiled for children by Izabella Simon), works by Mozart and Mozart alone were performed. The programme’s balance was
made possible precisely by its diversity: vocal and instrumental compositions, solo and chamber music pieces along with orchestral works; and
the organizers made sure that together with the popular and immortal masterpieces such as the Jupiter Symphony and Clarinet Quintet in A
major, the audience would also come across no less exciting but rarely
performed specialities such as the late Glass Harmonica Quintet, which
could be heard in the arrangement for vibraphone by, and featuring,
Zoltán Rácz.
The list of performers attending last year’s Mozart Day included plenty
of big names, outstanding and popular artists and ensembles: it is perhaps sufficient to mention (besides, naturally, András Keller and Con-

There is no right and sensible answer to the often-put question as to which music
one should take to that legendary uninhabited desert island. However, we very
rarely ask ourselves which composer’s works would we most prefer to listen to for
one entire day. Perhaps the reason it is so infrequently asked is because the answer
is blindingly obvious: Mozart. Who else? The finest works of the composer’s oeuvre
are performed in the magnificent halls of the Liszt Academy on Mozart Day in March.

certo Budapest) Dénes Várjon, Andrea Rost, Csaba Klenyán, Malcolm
Bilson, Gergely Bogányi, Orfeo Orchestra and Franz Liszt Chamber
Orchestra. Invited guests also included viola player Máté Szűcs who
lives in Berlin but makes regular visits to his homeland, plus internationally-acknowledged chamber musicians little known in Hungary: for
instance, the brilliant Norwegian violinist Henning Kraggerud (he also
played a concerto) and two teachers at the Guildhall School, London,
Louise Hopkins and Alexander Janiczek.

© Concerto Budapest

Next year’s festival has already signed up Péter Frankl, László Fenyő,
Dezső Ránki, Edit Klukon, Máté Szűcs, János Rolla and Liszt Academy
Symphony Orchestra, the hugely gifted and multifaceted Norwegian
violinist, pianist and conductor Arvid Engegård (a student of Sándor
Végh and former concertmaster of the Salzburg Camerata Academica),
as well as the string quartet he leads, furthermore, and to the great joy
of us all, Ferenc Rados representing new inspiration and challenge for
all generations.
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The orchestra’s percussionist Gábor Iván is host and artistic director of the interactive Manó concerts, which is at home in the world
of theatre, dance and circus; the programme is assisted by Grand
Prix-winning pantomime artist Csaba Méhes. The concerts focus
– in the language of children – on the world around us and bring
the foundations of music closer in a fun way. This time, the heart of
the year-round series is given over to a musical expedition between
countries and continents: guided by artists of Concerto Budapest,
we tour the musical worlds of Europe, Africa, Asia and America plus
we check out Hungary’s musical treasures. The barber of Seville,
North Africa’s Arabs, Saharan animals, Hungarian folk instruments,
Scheherazade, the ocean, the Wild West, South American dance
music and rock & roll are all brought to life at performances in Concerto Music House (Sunday morning and afternoon), where month
by month musicians magically transform the rehearsal room into
different continents and one exciting destination after another.
Classics from the likes of Mozart and Händel, Khachaturian and

CHILDREN˙S
PROGRAMMES
MANÓ: 7 NOVEMBER | 2 DECEMBER 2018 | 10 FEBRUARY | .24 MARCH | 14 APRIL 2019
ZAJONGO: 25 NOVEMBER 2018 | 10 MARCH | 05 MAY 2019

Borodin are joined by Hungarian folk songs, traditional tribal songs,
Japanese and Chinese folk music, ragtime, jazz and several instrumentalizations and compositions by Gábor Iván. Accompanying this
cavalcade are stories put together with the care we have come to
expect from Gábor Iván and Csaba Méhes, and it is these tales that
link the works, keep the performance in motion and attune kids
(and their parents) to the world of music.
Izabella Simon, the brains behind the ZajonGO concerts, has long
been thinking about a performance format which, with the help
of music and the fellow arts, could represent the frame of mind of
children. The pianist firmly believes that all children are ‘composite artists’, for whom music, drawing and dance are just as much a
part of their everyday life and imagination as poems, fairy tales and
stories. As editor-host and artist fluent in the language of children,
Izabella Simon creates the type of productions that are capable

© Zsolt Lafferton

of speaking to and capturing the imagination of children, who are
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not only audiences of the programme but active experiencers and

Once again this year, Concerto Budapest are targeting the youngest audience
with two popular kids’ programmes, the Manó series designed for pre-schoolers
and primary school pupils, and ZajonGO concerts for 8-12-year-olds.

participants, too. This year, the ZajonGO series welcomes one and
all on three occasions: The Day of Listening marathon, Mozart Day
organized in the Liszt Academy, and Mother’s Day.
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© Sándor Benkő

CONCERTS

7.30 pm Friday 28 SEPTEMBER 2018
Liszt Academy
7.30 pm Saturday 29 SEPTEMBER 2018
Liszt Academy

RÁNKI / BACH / BEETHOVEN / KELLER
J. S. BACH –
LUCIANO BERIO
Contrapunctus XIX
(Die Kunst der Fuge)

J. S. BACH
Piano Concerto in G minor,
BWV 1058

J. S. BACH
Piano Concerto in A major,
BWV 1055

BEETHOVEN
Piano Concerto No. 4 in G major,
Op. 58
– interval –

BARTÓK
Concerto, BB 123

Not every musician believes in God, but all believe in Bach, goes the saying, the truth of which
is proven more than once in this concert. For instance, the endlessly experimenting, 20th century
great Luciano Berio, who transcribed for 23-member orchestra in one of his late works, in 2001, the
last, frequently analysed piece of The Art of Fugue
contrapuntal series. Naturally, our great pianist
and double Kossuth Prize laureate Dezső Ránki
also pays homage to Bach, in his performance of
two keyboard concertos in collaboration with András Keller and orchestra, in the first half of the
programme: the G minor concerto lifted from the
Violin Concerto in A minor, and the Piano Concerto
in A major perhaps based on an oboe d’amore concerto that has since been lost. Just as with Berio’s
transcription, and The Art of Fugue, so Bartók’s
concerto also represents the end days of his
oeuvre. In 1944, the composer himself character-
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Featuring
Dezső Ránki piano

piece, with the exception of the humorous second
movement, represents a gradual transition from
the seriousness of the first movement and the

Conductor
András Keller

Programme differ on the dates,
which is indicated with colours.

mournful dirge of the third to the desire for life in
the closing movement.”

DEZSŐ RÁNKI © Szilvia Csibi

#GENIUSES I. #VOLUMES I

ized the Concerto thus: “The general mood of the
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10 pm Saturday 29 SEPTEMBER 2018
Liszt Academy

PREMIER SERIES I. / AMADINDA
AURÉL HOLLÓ ZOLTÁN VÁCZI

The programme series of Aurél Holló and Zoltán

Our Beloved Masters /
beFORe JOHN1 – world premiere

and trends, the first pieces of which were created

Váczi, members of Amadinda Percussion Group,
is a veritable cavalcade of percussion cultures
in the mid-1990s. However, beFORe JOHN finally
becomes complete at the joint programme

Featuring
Amadinda Percussion Group
Concerto Budapest

of Amadinda and Concerto Budapest. Out of
the nine different works, it was the opening
composition that was completed last (and now
premieres here), and certainly this will give a role

Conductor:
András Keller

to the number once symbolizing absolute order.
The number is 153, mentioned by Pythagoreans
and the Bible, and although the symbolic power
of it has faded today, still it is revived from every
piece of the series. At the same time, naturally,
beFORe JOHN displaying percussion instrument
masters. As the authors put it: “As human life
progresses, and with possible changes in role
models, pictures of earlier masters in us do not

#PREMIER I. #VOLUMES II.

pass, even through the projection of these one
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on another, indeed, everybody preserves within
themselves the impression of a ‘face’, which is
not actually the face of any of their masters. In
our case, the JOHN featuring in the title means
(symbolizes) the impression of this internal
‘master image’.”

AMADINDA PERCUSSION GROUP © Balázs Mohai

traditions and techniques is a tribute to the
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7.30 pm Saturday 3 NOVEMBER 2018
Liszt Academy
7.30 pm Sunday 4 NOVEMBER 2018
Liszt Academy

FAUST / DVOŘÁK / SCHUBERT / KELLER
BARBER

“Her violin tone is passionate, daring and electri

Adagio for Strings, Op. 11

fying, yet at the same time disarmingly warm

DVOŘÁK

Times referring to Isabelle Faust’s skills, and

and pleasant,” said the critic of The New York

Violin Concerto in A minor, Op. 53

Budapest audiences can confirm all of this from

– interval –

personal experience since the German violinist

SCHUBERT

familiar acquaintances. This time, in partnership

Symphony No. 9 in C major, D. 944

and her Stradivarius (called Sleeping Beauty) are
with Concerto Budapest, she performs Dvořák’s
Violin Concerto, which the composer intended for

Featuring
Isabelle Faust violin

legendary violinist of the time Joseph Joachim
(although he never played the work /1879/ in
public). The concert starts with Barber’s poignant

Conductor
András Keller

Adagio, one of the best known and most borrowed
works of the 20th century, and concludes with
the Schubert symphony of “heavenly length”.
“He who does not know this symphony knows as
yet little of Schubert,” said Schumann of the
‘Great’ Symphony in C major (he was also one of
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since the posthumous world premiere in 1839 (the
conductor of which was Mendelssohn), the public
has concurred with this assessment of a work
based on traditional elements yet still radically
innovative.

ISABELLE FAUST © Gábor Fejér

#VOLUMES III. #GENIUSES II.

the people who rediscovered the work), and ever
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11.00 am – 22.30 pm Sunday

25 NOVEMBER 2018
Budapest Music Center

THE DAY OF LISTENING
Concerto Budapest
and BMC one-day festival
of contemporary music

Festival vibe, unusual meetings, cathartic musical
experiences – this year marks the fourth such
all-day festival showcasing the uniquely diverse
dimensions of contemporary music. By tradition,
on the Day of Listening musical programmes are

Artistic directors
András Keller, Zoltán Rácz

staged at several places at the same time, during
which the audience can get to know the artists of
Concerto Budapest and the recently established

Programme director
András Keller

new formation of Concerto, Ligeti Ensemble,
and alongside András Keller and Zoltán Rácz,
many other outstanding soloists and chamber
musicians. Moment’s Notice Trio – created out of
a meeting of József Balog, Gábor Csalog, Veronika
Harcsa, László Fenyő, György Kurtág Jnr., Miklós
Lukács and László Gőz (as well as others) – are
playing in the concert halls of BMC.
András Keller once said that “we would like to have
a more relaxed, informal gathering and do away
with that rigidity that separates the performer
from the receiver.” Certainly, The Day of Listening
is about everything but useless rigidity and
constraints. Musicians and listeners alike can be
part of that all-encompassing musical experience
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© Bálint Hrotkó

#AHN

evident in the cavalcade of concerts.

w w w.hallgatasnapja .hu
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7.30 pm Friday 7 DECEMBER 2018
Liszt Academy
7.30 pm Saturday 8 DECEMBER 2018
Liszt Academy

VÁRJON / CHOPIN / TCHAIKOVSKY / KELLER
J. S. BACH

Officially one of the world’s most sought-after pi-

Piano Concerto No. 3 in D major,
BWV 1054

cated contributor to Concerto Budapest concerts:

cian has long been a central pillar of our concert

– interval –

again on view in this programme, as soloist of the

TCHAIKOVSKY

certo, and then immediately after, the elegantly

Featuring
Dénes Várjon piano

DÉNES VÁRJON AND ANDRÁS KELLER © Gábor Fejér

nor high flown promotion. The 50-year-old musi-

Piano Concerto No. 2 in F minor,
Op. 21

Symphony No. 6 in B minor
(‘Pathétique’), Op. 74
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Dénes Várjon truly does not require introduction,

Conductor
András Keller

life; his artistic resilience and diversity are once
Bach keyboard concerto modelled on a violin conromantic F minor concerto by Chopin bidding
farewell to Warsaw. The second part of the programme includes the final Tchaikovsky symphony
as the far more extreme manifestation of the Slav
soul, performed by the orchestra under the baton
of András Keller, the triumphantly processional
third movement of which regularly fools inexperienced concertgoers. “I definitely consider it the
best of all my works. I love it as I have never loved
any other of my musical offspring,” wrote Tchaikovsky of the symphony he was then engaged on,
who went on to admit: “I wept more than once”
while writing the piece.

#VOLUMES IV. #GENIUSES III.

CHOPIN

anists, and at the same time a regular and dedi-
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7.30 pm Sunday 16 DECEMBER 2018
Müpa Budapest

KANG / MENDELSSOHN / MAHLER / KELLER
MOZART

“Now I’m over the danger.” This was the sigh of

Three German Dances, K. 605

relief of Gustav Mahler, feeling superstitiously the

MENDELSSOHN

ranked ninth, on completion of his own Symphony

infamous deadly foreshadowing of symphonies

Violin Concerto in E minor, Op. 64

No. 9, which, however, he only survived for bare-

– interval –

ly more than one year. Musicologist Antal Molnár

MAHLER

tion whispers to the listener as a final message:

Symphony No. 9
Featuring
Clara-Jumi Kang violin
Conductor
András Keller

reckoned the grandiose and secretive composiMan, be good! However, according to Alban Berg,
Mahler’s final completed symphony is the compositional expression of extreme love towards
nature, the world, which is why it harmonizes perfectly with the other major work of the concert,
Mendelssohn’s E minor concerto for violin, which
since its world premiere in 1845 has enjoyed a long
run of popularity and attracted performers and
audiences for its emanation of joie de vivre. András
Keller has invited the young German violinist of
South Korean descent Clara-Jumi Kang, who has
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the solo part in the concert.

#FAVORITES I. #STARS I.

CLARA-JUMI KANG © Marco Borggreve

several competition triumphs to her name, to take
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7.30 pm Saturday 12 JANUARY 2019
Liszt Academy
7.30 pm Sunday 13 JANUARY 2019
Liszt Academy

ISSERLIS / SAINT-SAËNS / SCHUMANN
Hymne au Saint-Sacrement

although she wanted to play the viola, my middle

SAINT-SAËNS

we lacked a cellist.” This is how in an interview
Steven Isserlis dryly reflected on the obvious

SCHUMANN

went on to say: “Chamber music was our elemen-

Cello Concerto No. 1
in A minor, Op. 129

tary school.” Known also for his music writing, the
British instrumentalist appears in two concerts

– interval –

Camille Saint-Saëns’ Cello Concerto No. 1 in A minor.

Symphony No. 7 in E major,
WAB 107
Featuring
Steven Isserlis cello

STEVEN ISSERLIS © Concerto Budapest

sister and my father played violin, in other words,

Cello Concerto No. 1
in A minor, Op. 33

BRUCKNER
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“My mother played piano, as did my oldest sister,

Conductor
András Keller

course of his choice of career and instrument. He

at the invitation of András Keller, first playing
Next day the beloved musician of Budapest audiences will perform Schumann cello concerto in
A minor. This is how Anton Bruckner remembered
the birth of the most famous part of his Symphony
No. 7; thus, the Adagio is associated with the impending death of his much-admired Wagner. Luckily for posterity, the opening number of this fascinating concert, Hymne au Saint-Sacrement, came to
Messiaen’s mind not once but twice, because the
work composed in 1932 was lost during World War II
and the composer later reconstructed it from
memory.

Programme differ on the dates,
which is indicated with colours.

#VOLUMES V. #GENIUSES V.

MESSIAEN
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7.30 pm Saturday 26 JANUARY 2019
Müpa Budapest

BOGÁNYI / RACHMANINOV / ENGEGÅRD
THOMAS ADÈS

The work entitled Polaris after the North (Pole)

Polaris – Hungary premiere

Star by perhaps the most exciting composer of

RACHMANINOV

New World Center, a multimedia concert venue

our day was written in 2011 for the opening of the

Piano Concerto No. 2
in C minor, Op. 18

in Miami Beach, Florida. The premiere in Hungary

– interval –

‘excessively beautiful’ by one overseas critic takes

BEETHOVEN

compositions follow Polaris. The Rachmaninov

Symphony No. 5 in C minor, Op. 67

of the single-movement Adès work judged to be
place in a concert in which two hugely popular
work with solo by Kossuth Prize laureate Gergely
Bogányi, the Piano Concerto No. 2 written at the

Featuring
Gergely Bogányi piano

turn of the century, dissolved one of the largest
creative blocks in the composer’s life. Rachmaninov, who earlier had been treated with hypnother-

Conductor
Arvid Engegård

apy, managed to pull out of deep depression and
in his gratitude dedicated this virtuoso and immediately popular concerto to his doctor. The second
half of the concert is dedicated to Beethoven’s
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wegian violinist Arvid Engegård who at one time
studied under Sándor Végh in Salzburg.

#FAVORITES II.

ARVID ENGEGÅRD © Concerto Budapest

Symphony No. 5, conducted by the skilled Nor-
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7.30 pm Wednesday 6 FEBRUARY 2019
Pest Vigadó

HUNGARIAN GEMS
BARTÓK / DUBROVAY / LISZT-WEINER
BARTÓK

Three female instrumentalists, a muse from the

Violin Concerto No. 1, BB.48a

last century and two hugely talented young mu-

LÁSZLÓ DUBROVAY

all at this concert. Béla Bartók was inspired by

Concerto for Percussion
and Orchestra

sicians from the present: the audience can meet
and wrote his Violin Concerto No. 1 for Stefi Geyer
around 1907-1908. The work only came to the at-

– interval –

tention of the world after the death of the com-

LISZT–WEINER

passion with friendship only. The solo is taken by

Sonata in B minor

poser and the violinist, who had returned Bartók’s
the young Polish violinist and much sought-after
chamber musician Maria Włoszczowska, winner

Featuring
Maria Włoszczowska violin
Boglárka Fábry percussion

of several major competitions. Boglárka Fábry,
principal instrumentalist with Concerto Budapest,
performs in the László Dubrovay percussion concerto (1998) that is suggestive of a Bartók influ-

Conductor
Zoltán Rácz

ence; she takes the extremely demanding principal part playing, among others, the marimba and
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area of percussion music, conducts the concert,
the closing number of which is an interesting transcription: a variation for grand orchestra of Liszt’s
Piano Sonata in B minor in the faithful and rich arrangement of Leó Weiner.

#HUNGARIAN GEMS I.

MARIA WŁOSZCZOWSK A © Barbara Regulska

vibraphone. Zoltán Rácz, unimpeachable in the
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7.30 pm Friday 15 FEBRUARY 2019
Liszt Academy
7.30 pm Saturday 16 FEBRUARY 2019
Liszt Academy

HAYDN: THE CREATION
HAYDN

“Yesterday, the distinguished Herr Doctor and Di-

The Creation, Hob. XXI:2

rector of Music Haydn left here for Buda, so that

Featuring:
Andrea Rost,
Miklós Sebestyén,
Gyula Rab,
Purcell Choir

Palatine he can have his master work known un-

Conductor:
András Keller

at the summons of Her Imperial Crown Princess
der the title ‘The Creation’ sung and played...” the
Viennese Magyar Hírmondó reported in February
1800, announcing that less than two years after
the first private performance of The Creation, and
a year after the first public performance of the
oratorio in Vienna, the near 68-year-old maestro
and his already famous work had left for Pest-Buda. Where, in fact he actually did direct the very
first performance in Hungary of The Creation on 8
March, the evening before the birthday of Palatine
Joseph. Since then, the Haydn oratorio, a superb
musical representation of the story of Genesis,
has become a solid part of concert life in Hungary and for the last few years it is back on the repertoire of András Keller and Concerto Budapest.
This time, the series of memorable performances
is expanded with a version featuring the brilliant
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and Miklós Sebestyén, both of whom have won
encores at the New York MET.

ROST ANDREA © László Emmer

#VOLUMES VI. #STARS II.

Purcell Choir; also on the podium are Andrea Rost
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7.30 pm Friday 1 MARCH 2019
Pest Vigadó

HUNGARIAN GEMS
ERKEL / SZABÓ / LISZT / WEINER / RÁNKI
ERKEL

This programme of Hungarian works spans the

Hunyadi László - overture

ages from 1845 to the second half of the 20th

CSABA SZABÓ

Bence Szabolcsi, the first Hungarian symphonic

century. The opening piece is, in the words of

Five Songs to Poems
by Jenő Dsida – for solo soprano
and orchestra

in the year following the opera’s world premiere,

LISZT

the opera. Csaba Szabó, an outstanding figure

poem. The Hunyadi László overture was written
superbly condensing the motifs and drama of

Orpheus – symphonic poem S. 98

of Transylvanian Hungarian music life in the 20th

– interval –

the poems of Jenő Dsida, amongst them the

WEINER
Carnival – humoresque for
chamber orchestra, Op. 5

RÁNKI
The New Clothes of King Pomade
– suite No. 1

century, composed his orchestral song cycle to
famous and heart-wrenching Holy Thursday, in
1969. Vocal soloist is Andrea Brassói-Jőrös, the
young soprano who won last year’s shared first
prize at the Armel Song Competition. Liszt’s
fourth symphonic poem, Orpheus, inspired by
Etruscan vases in the Louvre, is followed by Leó
Weiner’s Carnival: according to Géza Csáth, the
humoresque caused the audience to laugh out
loud at the world premiere in 1908. This is also
true of The New Clothes of King Pomade by György

#HUNGARIAN GEMS II.

Ránki, which right in the middle of a fake historical
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Conductor
Ádám Medveczky

period – on the opera stage and in the concert
hall – talked about the fact that the king has, in
fact, no clothes. Ádám Medveczky, Kossuth and
Prima Primissima Prize holder, conducts.

ÁDÁM MEDVECZKY © Sándor Benkő

Featuring
Andrea Brassói-Jőrös soprano
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10.00 am – 22.00 pm Sunday

10 MARCH 2019
Liszt Academy

MOZART DAY
Artistic director
András Keller

“Mozart, he’s life itself,” is the perceptive comment
of great English conductor Sir Colin Davis, nicely
summing up what we all feel. Mozart Day, which is
gradually becoming a fixed feature on the spring
calendar, celebrates this exceptional phenomenon,
with Concerto Budapest and terrific guest performers playing in the Grand Hall and Solti Chamber
Hall of the Liszt Academy from morning to late evening: Ferenc Rados and quartet, Arvid Engegård,
Dezső Ránki, Edit Klukon, Péter Frankl, László Fenyő, Máté Szűcs and Izabella Simon, who also takes
care of the children’s programme. These are just a
few of the performers who play works (at least as
much for their own pure delight as for our pleasure) from the oeuvre of one of the greatest creative
minds ever during this keynote event on Sunday.
The fact is, Mozart is not only an evergreen favourite of concert-going audiences but of musicians, too.
Joy and beauty, drama and purification, noble exultation and puckish humour: this is a one-day excursion through the elevated and yet so human-centric
empire of Mozart brilliance. It is an exhaustive prog-

#MOZART DAY

ramme – but as far as it is possible to get from th-
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reatening to be exhausting; it revels in the extensiveness of Mozart music, naturally without claiming
to be its entirety.

www.mozartnap.hu
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7.30 pm Wednesday 27 MARCH 2019
Müpa Budapest

KOROBEINIKOV / RACHMANINOV / KELLER
ZIMMERMANN

Paganini’s 24th Caprice inspired two great 20th

Music for King Ubu’s Dinner

century Slav composers. In the mid-1930s, while

RACHMANINOV

the virtuoso variation series; the pianist-composer

Rhapsody on a Paganini Theme,
op. 43
– interval –

LUTOSŁAWSKI

living in a Swiss chalet, Rachmaninov composed
commented later, somewhat cynically, that as
regards the most famous, moving 18th variation:
“this one is for my agent”. In 1941, as a cabaret
pianist in extremely trying circumstances, Warsaw
having been occupied by the Germans, Lutosławski

Variations on a Paganini Theme

similarly touched on Paganini’s theme. The work

STRAVINSKY

period of Lutosławski’s life, which he arranged

Rite of Spring

for two pianos is the only surviving opus from this
for piano and orchestra in the late 1970s. Soloist
of the concert, globe-trotting virtuoso (and law

Featuring
Andrei Korobeinikov piano

graduate) Andrei Korobeinikov, is not only an
expert Rachmaninov performer but he follows in
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way: he finished the Moscow conservatory at
the age of just 19, as did Rachmaninov. Concerto
Budapest winds up the concert with the repre
sentative work of the early 20th century, Rite of
Spring, under the baton of András Keller. Even the
great Herbert von Karajan was open about the
extreme difficulties posed by this work that tests
both conductor and orchestra to the limits.

#FAVORITES III. #STARS III.

ANDREJ KOROBEJNYIKOV © Irene Zandel

the footsteps of his great predecessor in another

Conductor
András Keller
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7.30 pm Saturday 6 APRIL 2019
Liszt Academy
7.30 pm Sunday 7 APRIL 2019
Liszt Academy

SOLO BEREZOVSKY
BRAHMS

“He is the true successor to the great Russian pia-

Piano Concerto No. 1
in D minor, Op. 15

highly respected Gramophone magazine charac-

– interval –

PROKOFIEV
Piano Concerto No. 1
in D-flat Major, Op. 10

SHOSTAKOVICH
Piano Concerto No. 2
in F major, Op. 102

nists of the past.” This is how a few years ago the
terized Boris Berezovsky, who has been a regular
guest artist at concerts by Concerto Budapest.
The Moscow-born, world-famous pianist further
intensifies his collaboration with Concerto Budapest, because this time he also undertakes conducting duties at this daringly enterprising concert in which there are no fewer than three piano
concertos with Berezovsky solos. The programme
spans almost exactly a century, since the first
piano concerto of Brahms dates from 1858,

Conductor and piano:
Boris Berezovsky

and the Shostakovich work was written in 1957.
Brahms originally planned his D minor composition as a sonata for two pianos, then he began
thinking in terms of a symphony, but finally it
ended up as a piano concerto. At barely 20 in the
early 1910s, Prokofiev didn’t exhibit as much inde-

#GENIUSES VI. #STARS IV.

more or less mature composition as regards both
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conception and fulfilment,” he wrote in his memoirs. Shostakovich penned the F major concerto to
celebrate the 19th birthday of his son Maxim. It is
cheerfully light music yet it demands considerable
virtuosity.

BORIS BEREZOVSKY © Juri Bogomaz

cision: “The First Concerto was perhaps my first
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7.30 pm Friday 12 APRIL 2019
Pest Vigadó

HUNGARIAN GEMS
KODÁLY / RÓZSA / BARTÓK
KODÁLY

In 1926, audiences of the first three performances

Ballet Music (Dragon’s Dance)
from Háry János, for orchestra

daughter of the emperor Maria Louisa throws

MIKLÓS RÓZSA
Cello Concerto, op. 32

of Háry János could see the scene in which the
herself into the abyss out of despair. However,
Kodály deleted the entire scene for dramaturgical
reasons, thus the ballet part put in its place, the

– interval –

Dragon’s Dance, was similarly lost. Fortunately, the

BARTÓK

and while rarely played, it makes a concert all the

The Wooden Prince, BB. 74

music from the scene titled Ballet music survived
more interesting when it is. Another ‘rare visitor’
is the Cello Concerto (1971) by Budapest-born

Featuring
Ildikó Szabó cello

legendary Hollywood film director Miklós Rózsa,
which was commissioned and first played by János
Starker. The hugely talented Ildikó Szabó, who is

Conductor
Domonkos Héja

just in her mid-20s despite the fact that she has
been giving concerts for close on two decades,
takes the solo part of the work. Finally, the
orchestra under the direction of Domonkos Héja,
who is devoted to performing Hungarian music
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that is just over a century old: the music of Bartók’s
single-act pantomime ballet.

#HUNGARIAN GEMS III.

DOMONKOS HÉJA © Gábor Fejér

both at home and abroad, play a local masterpiece
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7.30 pm Thursday 25 APRIL 2019
Müpa Budapest

PERÉNYI / DVOŘÁK / TAKÁCS-NAGY
BEETHOVEN

“I dedicate my all, my entire being to the matter,”

King Stephen – overture, Op. 117

Miklós Perényi once said about his performance

DVOŘÁK

casion evoke profoundly personal confessions of

Cello Concerto, Op. 104
– interval –

BRAHMS
Symphony No. 1, Op. 68
Featuring
Miklós Perényi cello
Conductor
Gábor Takács-Nagy

artist humility. His fine cello skills will on this ochomesickness, nostalgia and the sorrow of man.
The B minor cello concerto started in Dvořák’s
final year in America became probably the most
popular concerto of the given string instrument
by the composer, who consistently believed that –
in the wake of an earlier failure – the cello was not
truly capable of handling such a prominent role.
It is a true masculine piece. This is how Brahms,
perceptively, characterized this Dvořák composition; in turn, Brahms is represented at the concert
through his Symphony No. 1 only completed with
great difficulty after gaps that lasted years and
even decades. Brahms, who was finally released
from the paralysis induced by the shadow of the
Beethoven oeuvre partly through a clearly recog-
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sarcastically when this resemblance was pointed
out that “any fool can see that”. The conductor
is Gábor Takács-Nagy, who became hugely inspirational in this ‘ job’ after a triumphant career as
chamber musician.

#FAVORITES IV.

MIKLÓS PERÉNYI © Andrea Felvégi

nizable lifting of an Ode to Joy passage, replied
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7.30 pm Thursday 2 MAY 2019
Liszt Academy
7.30 pm Saturday 4 MAY 2019
Liszt Academy

BERLIOZ / DEBUSSY / LIGETI / RAVEL / RÁCZ
Roman Carnival

This, in a nutshell, is what the concert promises,

DEBUSSY

music of Roman Carnival is taken from opera yet it
is an unmistakeable concert overture: Berlioz re-

– interval –

worked two scenes from his opera Benvenuto Cellini

LIGETI

Initially, Debussy’s Three Nocturnes also met a chilly

in 1844, six years after its premiere – and failure.

Clocks and Clouds

reception in the early 1900s, although later on the

RAVEL

trinity of Clouds, Festivals and Sirens – inspired by

Featuring
New Liszt Ferenc Chamber Choir
(conductor: László Norbert Nemes)
ZOLTÁN RÁCZ AND THE LIGETI ENSEMBLE © Gábor Valuska

opening with Berlioz’s most popular overture. The

Three Nocturnes

Bolero
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Everything French, with an Easter egg surprise.

Conductor
Zoltán Rácz

Whistler paintings – became a classic composition
of music Impressionism. Clouds also find their way
into the György Ligeti work (1972-73), and in the
same way as Debussy’s third nocturne (Sirens),
here, too, a female-only choir is called for. “It’s a
very slow dance, conforming the melody, harmony and rhythm, this last is played continuously by
the snare drum. The only element of difference is
the crescendo in the orchestra.” This is how Ravel succinctly described Bolero, which at its 1928
world premiere saw a lady cry out several times
“he is gone mad!”, to which the composer calmly
responded, “that lady understand it”.

#VOLUMES VII.

BERLIOZ
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10 pm Saturday 4 MAY 2019
Liszt Academy

PREMIER SERIES III. / ALESSIO ELIA
ALESSIO ELIA

“My clarinet concerto attempts to discover the

Implicate Inklings
(clarinet concerto) –
world premiere

world of invisible notes, that is, it aims to sound
those notes which, although not set down in the

Featuring
Csaba Klenyán clarinet

refers to the theory of the great 20th century

Conductor
Zoltán Rácz

the manifestation of implicit, hidden things. In

score, yet still become perceptible and audible
through orchestration. The title of the piece
quantum physicist David Bohm, according to
which everything we sense in the world is in fact
every detail of the work there are latent, concealed aspects, which manifest themselves in
the next parts, causing unexpected, surprising sound experiences for the listener.” This is
how Alessio Elia (born: 1979) described his new
work; over the past few years he has won several
composer prizes and is now considered one of
the most original talents of his generation. The
world premiere of the concerto by the composer who was born in Rome and lives in Budapest
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masters of contemporary music performance,
soloist Csaba Klenyán and conductor Zoltán
Rácz, the ideal partners in the search to transform invisible notes into sound.

ALESSIO ELIA © Bálint Hrotkó

#PREMIER III. #VOLUMES VIII.

features two open-minded and experienced
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7.30 pm Wednesday 15 MAY 2019
Pest Vigadó

HUNGARIAN GEMS
JENEY / BARTÓK
MAHLER

On completing his ninth symphony, Gustav Mahl-

Symphony No. 10 – Adagio

er felt that he was finally over the mortal danger

ZOLTÁN JENEY

sic. And yet, he was never able to finish his tenth

Laude

that the number 9 represented for so many in musymphony started in summer 1910. Even so, the

– interval –

Adagio of the opening movement is a massive

BARTÓK

artistic endeavours of a great composer. The sym-

and moving testimony and memento of the final

Hungarian Pictures, BB 103

phonic work Laude (1977) by our contemporary

BARTÓK

Zoltán Jeney derives from the busy and arduous

Piano Concerto No. 1, BB 91
Featuring
Mihály Berecz piano
Conductor
András Keller

creative decade of this composer who is fearless
in researching new trends and one of the culture
heroes of the New Music Studio. In the wake of
the work by Jeney, who just a few years ago Zoltán
Kocsis praised as a master, the spotlight turns to
Mihály Berecz, the young and hugely gifted pianist (who describes Kocsis as his role model), in a
performance of Béla Bartók’s Piano Concerto No. 1
under the guidance of András Keller. The work,
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about the inspirational influence of Baroque music as it does about the degree of male bitterness
accumulated in the soul of the composer.

#HUNGARIAN GEMS IV.

MIHÁLY BERECZ © Gábor Zsugonits

created in the mid-1920s, reveals at least as much
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7.30 pm Thursday 23 MAY 2019
Liszt Academy

RÁNKI / MENDELSSOHN / BEETHOVEN / ZNAIDER
WAGNER

This concert offers a virtually representative set-

Tristan and Isolde –
Prologue and Isolde’s Love-Death

although running in reverse order still spans Bee-

MENDELSSOHN
Piano Concerto No. 1
in G minor, Op. 25
– interval –

ting of 19th century German music history, which
thoven to Wagner. “…from the most timid confession and tender attraction to anxious longing,
hope and apprehension, complaints and desires,
rapture and torment and, finally, to the most powerful impulse […] that might open a way for the
inexhaustible craving heart to enter the sea of

BEETHOVEN

love’s endless delight.” This is how Wagner char-

Symphony No. 3 in E-flat major
(‘Eroica’), Op. 55

performance of which is often linked by Isolde’s

Featuring
Fülöp Ránki piano
Conductor
Nikolaj Znaider

acterized the prelude of Tristan, the concert hall
Love-Death. Just like Tristan, so Mendelssohn’s
Piano Concerto No. 1 (composed at the age of 22)
similarly premiered in Munch, also in the presence
of the king of Bavaria. At just 24, the astoundingly gifted Fülöp Ránki takes on the role of soloist
for the three interconnected movements of the
concerto. The conductor is Nikolaj Znaider who,
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world, has over the past few years increasingly
turned his attention to wielding the conductor’s
baton. In the second half of the recital we find out
how Eroica, which has played a key part in the concert repertoire for a good 200 years, sounds under
the direction of the virtuoso musician.

#GENIUSES VII.

NIKOLAJ ZNAIDER © Lars Gundarsen

although one of the busiest star violinists in the
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10 pm Thursday 23 MAY 2019
Liszt Academy

PREMIER SERIES II. / ZOLTÁN JENEY
Works by

“The word that immediately springs to my mind

ZOLTÁN JENEY –

when thinking about him is: master.” This is

world premiere
Alef – Hommage à Schönberg
Chinese Temple – for orchestra
Conductor
Zoltán Rácz

how, in 2013, Zoltán Kocsis initiated his speech
lauding the then 70-year-old Zoltán Jeney,
and the half a decade that has passed since
then only serves to reinforce the reputation
of this most excellent composer. This concert
of his works brings together the Zoltán Jeney
of the present and the early 1970s, since Alef,
reminiscent of the middle part (Farben) of
Schönberg’s Five Pieces for Orchestra, first
appeared before an audience, not to mention
some uncomprehending, even angry critics,
in 1972. The brilliant György Kroó, however,
was perceptive in his characterization of the
composition even then: “the work no longer
raises the question, from where to where, but
it undertakes aquatic life with its apparently
constant surface with internal vibrations.”
Since then, Alef (officially condemned, even
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has long won its rightful place among the most
enduring compositions from Hungary in the
past decades, while this performance is a new,
reorchestrated version. The concert’s other
premiere is similarly a new version: Chinese
Temple – for orchestra written in honour of the
60 th birthday of László Vidovszky but never
presented, until now. Zoltán Rácz, an artist

ZOLTÁN JENEY © Bálint Hrotkó

#PREMIER II. #GENIUSES IV.

sanctioned because of its ‘oriental influences’)

totally at home with contemporary music,
heads the orchestra.
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7.30 pm Friday 24 MAY 2019
Liszt Academy

KRAGGERUD / BRUCH / BEETHOVEN / ZNAIDER
WAGNER

Born in Copenhagen, Nikolaj Znaider is guest con-

Tristan and Isolde –
Prologue and Isolde’s Love-Death

legendary creators of 19th century music litera-

Violin Concerto No. 1 in G minor,
Op. 26
– interval –

ture, indeed, the culture of Europe, with a decidedly romantic and virtuoso concerto in the middle.
Znaider, famous around the world as a violinist
yet ever more sought-after as a conductor, works
together with Norwegian Henning Kraggerud,
who regularly performs with the biggest names

BEETHOVEN

in chamber music, and Concerto Budapest in Max

Symphony No. 3 in E-flat major
(‘Eroica’), Op. 55

Bruch’s Violin Concerto No. 1 in G minor (1866).
The perhaps most popular composition by Bruch

Featuring
Henning Kraggerud violin

ner and his influence – is preceded by the famous

Conductor
Nikolaj Znaider

nally associated with one of the most famous Bee-

– who battled throughout his long life with Wag‘Tristan chord’. The second part of the concert is
given over to the Eroica Symphony, which is eterthoven anecdotes of all time: originally dedicated
to Napoleon Bonaparte, the composer ripped
the dedication from the sheet music in rage on
hearing, in May 1804, that the First Consul had de-

#STARS V.

clared himself emperor, that is, “tyrant”.
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HENNING KRAGGERUD © Robert Romik

BRUCH

ductor of the programme featuring two epochal,
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